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Cubs.com 
Debuts, NLDS run made 2017 memorable 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- There were plenty of highlights during the 2017 season for the Cubs, including Anthony 
Rizzo's leadoff home runs, Wade Davis' incredible saves streak, Javier Baez's defensive plays and Kris 
Bryant's homers. Here are five moments to remember from the year. 
 
May 13: Ian Happ made his Major League debut on May 13 in St. Louis, starting in right field. He may 
have struck out in his first at-bat, but Happ made a good impression in the seventh, when he homered 
to right field on the first pitch from Carlos Martinez. It wasn't enough, as the Cubs lost, 5-3, but Happ did 
finish with 24 home runs in his rookie season. The Cubs set a Major League record with five 20-homer 
seasons by players in their age 25-or-younger season (Baez, Bryant, Willson Contreras, Happ and Kyle 
Schwarber). 
 
July 16: The Cubs made a rare crosstown trade with the White Sox, acquiring Jose Quintana. In his first 
start, the lefty struck out 12 and gave up three hits over seven scoreless innings in an 8-0 win over the 
Orioles. He went 7-3 with a 3.74 ERA in 14 starts for the Cubs, including a huge win on Sept. 24 over the 
Brewers to take the series against their division rivals. 
 
July 27: Schwarber hit two home runs and collected four RBIs in the Cubs' 6-3 win over the White Sox at 
Guaranteed Rate Field. Schwarber had been back with the team since July 6 after being sent down to 
the Minor Leagues while battling .171 through June 21. He finished the year with 30 home runs. 
 
Aug. 3: Contreras belted two home runs and drove in six runs in a 10-8 loss to the D-backs. The young 
catcher was key in the Cubs' second-half surge, batting .311 with 10 homers and 29 RBIs in 23 games 
from July 14-Aug. 11, before he was sidelined with a right hamstring injury. 
 
Oct. 12: In the decisive Game 5 of the National League Division Series, the Cubs overcame a 4-1 deficit to 
post a 9-8 victory over the Nationals, sparked by Addison Russell's four RBIs. Kyle Hendricks opened the 
series with a win, giving up two hits over seven scoreless innings. However, the Cubs couldn't advance 
past the Dodgers in the NL Championship Series, losing the best of seven series, 4-1. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Davis opts for Rox over return to Cubs 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- Another year, another closer for the Cubs. 
 
The Cubs had talked to free agent Wade Davis about returning for another season, but on Friday, the 
right-hander signed a three-year, $52 million contract with the Rockies. The deal gives Davis the highest 
average annual value of any reliever. 
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Brandon Morrow, who was the Dodgers' primary setup man in 2017, will likely take over the closer 
duties if the Cubs don't add another arm. Morrow signed a two-year, $21 million contract with the Cubs 
in December. 
 
"Obviously, if we broke camp right now, he'd be our closer," Cubs executive vice president and general 
manager Jed Hoyer said at the time Morrow signed. "We'll see what the rest of the offseason brings." 
 
Whoever it is will follow Hector Rondon, Aroldis Chapman and Davis in that role for the Cubs. 
 
Morrow does have some closing experience, saving 16 games for the Mariners in 2008-09. Last season, 
he was used in 14 of the Dodgers' 15 postseason games. 
 
The Cubs will gain a Draft pick as a result of Davis' exit; they had extended a qualifying offer to him, but 
he rejected it. The Rockies will give up their third-highest pick in the 2018 Draft, which is currently No. 
61 overall. The Cubs will get a compensation pick after Competitive Balance Round B, which would 
currently be the 75th overall pick. That number could change depending on where other free agents 
sign. 
 
Adding pitching has been the Cubs' primary objective this offseason following the likely departure of 
starters Jake Arrieta and John Lackey via free agency, as well as Davis, Koji Uehara and Brian Duensing. 
In addition, the club non-tendered Rondon, who signed with the Rockies. 
 
Davis set a Cubs franchise record by converting 32 straight save opportunities in 2017. What Cubs 
relievers will miss is his expertise -- Davis would talk to the relievers in the bullpen and watch video with 
them. Manager Joe Maddon called Davis the "anchor." 
 
"Lackey made a great comment," Carl Edwards Jr. said this season. "[Lackey] said, 'You don't know if 
Wade just gave up 75 runs or if he hasn't given up a run all year.' He's the same guy every day. That's 
what I'm trying to be like." 
 
Cubs catcher Willson Contreras posted congratulations to Davis on Twitter: "Wade davis I'm so happy 
for you and your family. You are a GREAT TEAMMATE. Thanks for what you did with @Cubs. Im really 
proud of you. Love you Brotha" 
 
During the Winter Meetings, Maddon emphasized the need for a strong bullpen. 
 
"You've got to have that great bullpen to play the last game of the year and win it," Maddon said. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Singleton's message transcends baseball 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- As you start a new year, consider a challenge from Cubs prospect Chris Singleton. He wants 
you to take a smiling photo with someone who looks different than you are. Singleton's hope is that 
you'll discover the two of you are not that different underneath. 
 
His motivation? The death of his mother in a church shooting in Charleston, S.C., by a white supremacist. 
 



 

"I think I was chosen for this, the path I've been on," Singleton said. "It'd be easy for me to not say 
anything about it, it'd be easy for me to sit back and play baseball and act like nothing ever happened in 
my life. I owe it to people and owe it to my family to speak the way I do and really try to shed a light on 
my message. I feel [my mother is] definitely with me." 
 
His mother, Sharonda Coleman-Singleton, 45, who was a minister at the Emanuel African Methodist 
Episcopal Church, was one of nine people killed in the shooting on June 17, 2015. The next day, 
Singleton spoke on the Charleston Southern baseball field, saying he will never forget his mother's smile. 
 
"Love is always stronger than hate," he said. "So if we just loved the way my mom would, then the hate 
won't be anywhere close to what it is." 
 
Now, the 21-year-old outfielder, who was the Cubs' 19th-round pick in the Draft last June, is trying to 
share that inspirational message with more people. 
 
"My main message is adversity and how we get through it in our lives and how everybody goes through 
it," Singleton said in a phone interview. "Adversity doesn't see color or age. It's coming for you and you 
need to be prepared when it happens." 
 
He has created a website (www.thechrissingleton.com) and is selling "Love Your Neighbor" T-shirts. He 
had six speaking engagements booked for January, including two at the University of Texas and one at a 
youth conference in Florida. 
 
"I'm just starting out," Singleton said. "[Love Your Neighbor] is supposed to be a challenge for someone 
to wear a shirt and take a picture with somebody who looks different than them, whether it's their skin 
color, whether it's an older person with a younger person, whether it's male and female -- it's just 
somebody different from what you look like. 
 
"It's part of a plan I have for people to see we really do love each other," he said. "There's always 
conflict. You see stuff in the media and social media, people who think there should be two different 
sides to everything, which I think is happening a lot now and I don't like. Hopefully, what I want to 
happen, is that we see that we really do love each other and that's something I'm trying to spread." 
 
On Jan. 12, Singleton will be honored by the Chicago Scouts Association as the 2017 recipient of the 
Charlie Donovan Memorial "Passion for the Game" Award, presented to an individual who shows a 
passion for their craft within the game or business of baseball. He is focused on the game. 
 
"Baseball is definitely No. 1, but I feel baseball has given me more of a platform for my inspirational 
speaking," he said. 
 
Last season was Singleton's first in pro ball and he batted .304 in 12 games with the Cubs' Arizona 
Rookie League team, then hit .185 in 27 games with Class A Short-Season Eugene. 
 
"I started off really hot and cooled off a little bit, and when I started getting into the Minor League life, it 
hit me a little bit," he said. "I battled and played every single day and it was a lot of fun -- it was 
definitely a lot of fun. My team in Eugene, we ended up losing the [Northwest League] championship 
series, but we made a good run at it and had a lot of fun doing it." 
 
It's been a challenging year. Last February, the Singletons went back to the church where his mother 
was shot to attend funeral services for their father. Chris lives with his fiancee and new son as well as his 



 

sister Camryn, 17, and brother Caleb, 14, in Charleston. He says he's not trying to be a parent to his 
siblings, just a big brother. 
 
Before his talks, Singleton will write some notes. His message comes from the heart. 
 
"I really want the Lord to speak through me," he said. 
 
If you see Singleton play this season, watch closely. If he gets a big hit or makes a great catch, he'll give 
his mom a wink. On his Twitter account, he often adds, #CantLetMomsDown. 
 
"This is all inspired by what has happened to me and my family," he said. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Transplant survivor an inspiration to Maddon 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
Joe Maddon's Respect 90 Foundation has raised money for Chicago youth boxing programs; celebrated 
"Thanksmas" in Tampa, Fla., and Hazleton, Pa.; and donated funds to hurricane relief efforts in Florida 
and Puerto Rico. But a teenager in St. Petersburg, Fla., may have been the biggest beneficiary of the 
Cubs manager's charity efforts. 
 
When Aiden Hawk was 8 months old, he received a liver transplant four days before Christmas. 
 
"They had given Aiden a seven-day life expectancy before he got his liver," his mother, Lisa Hawk, said. 
"It was definitely what we call a Christmas miracle." 
 
Aiden is now 15. On Dec. 21, he celebrated his 15-year "liver-sary." 
 
"It's a huge milestone," Lisa said. "They don't really do a lot of studies on survival rates -- they have a 
five- and 10-year [study], so he's done so well, and we're really thankful. He's had a lot of issues, but he's 
still alive. Christmas is always a special time of the year for us because that's when he had his 
transplant." 
 
It wasn't just his liver that made life complicated for Aiden. His kidneys don't function well, and he has to 
take medications to deal with blood pressure, hormones, adrenaline and his heart rate. He can't retain 
fluids and is dehydrated. 
 
Life has been complicated for the Hawk family, but Aiden had some inspiration in Maddon. 
 
"Aiden is very inspired by Joe because Joe is so unique," Lisa said. "Aiden is different -- he's been 
through a lot. He just liked Joe because Joe was not typical. He's not strictly baseball -- he's so creative. 
Aiden was very inspired when Joe did the funny dress-ups [with the Rays]. He's always been enamored 
by Joe and how unique he is and how giving he is. That's why Aiden became a huge Joe fan." 
 
Maddon's foundation treated the Hawk family to three days in Mesa, Ariz., during the Cubs' Spring 
Training camp, and the parents were able to surprise Aiden and his brother, Mason, now 12, with the 
trip. 
 



 

"At that time, Aiden had been going through a lot and it was a really bad time for him," Lisa said. "I told 
[foundation executive director Rick Vaughn] that the trip changed him, making him feel he was valued 
like that. It gave him a boost, and now he's full of life and he seems very positive." 
 
However, Mason seemed to enjoy the trip even more. 
 
"[Aiden] has always felt a little guilty and responsible for Mason," Lisa said. "It's not something we want 
him to feel, but it's a big brother taking care of a little brother. Mason has gone all over the country to 
hospitals and has been so supportive. Aiden is such a loving brother and was so excited to see Mason 
have that moment, too. They're very sweet to each other and very considerate." 
 
If Aiden was healthy, the family would be going on fishing or camping vacations. Instead, they've spent 
way too many days in hospitals. 
 
"Mason has seen his brother wheeled away in ambulances and Mason has had to stay back," Lisa said. 
"Some of his earliest memories are him having to stay with a paramedic because I had to go in the 
ambulance with Aiden. It's very traumatic. There were many, many months of me being in the hospital 
with Aiden, and Mason with his grandparents or friends. 
 
"Siblings of medically complex kids or chronically ill kids, they go through a lot, too," she said. "Aiden has 
been very sensitive to that. When this [trip] happened, Aiden said, 'Yeah, I love Joe Maddon,' but little 
did anybody know Mason was a lunatic Cubs fan. He named his dog Wrigley." 
 
Thanks to the Respect 90 Foundation, the Hawks got a tour of the Cubs complex and Mason got to wear 
his Jake Arrieta beard and talk to his favorite pitcher. They even sang the seventh-inning stretch at a 
Cactus League game. 
 
"The Arrieta beard is now hanging up because we're waiting to find out what happens with Jake," Lisa 
said of Arrieta, who is a free agent. "Mason is very superstitious about the beard." 
 
When the Cubs played the Rays in September, the Hawks were once again Maddon's guests and had a 
chance to go on the field before a game. Mason even told Cubs president of baseball operations Theo 
Epstein that he was the reason the team won the World Series in 2016 because of the youth's 
superstitious ways. 
 
Now, Aiden wants to give back to Respect 90. He's hosted a bake sale and was trying to organize a car 
wash. 
 
"He's always the one who says, 'I want to do something,' and this year, he said, 'I want to do something 
for Joe's foundation,'" Lisa said. 
 
Maddon's efforts made Aiden feel special, much like the recipients of efforts by the Cubs' Kyle 
Schwarber and Anthony Rizzo. 
 
"I think when they have somebody like Joe or Kyle or Anthony show them, it makes them feel good, and 
they're modeling after that behavior," Lisa said. "Aiden has seen so many people do so many good 
things for him; he wants to do the same for others because he knows how it will make them feel." 
 
So, this holiday season, take time to toast not only Aiden but the donor family who provided the liver 15 
years ago. And toast Maddon and his foundation's efforts for helping two brothers enjoy a ballgame 
together. 



 

 
Respect 90 Foundation 
 
This was a busy year for Maddon's Respect 90 Foundation. In November, it celebrated "Thanksmas" at 
four shelters in Tampa and served more than 1,000 meals. Maddon hosted a Casino Night on Dec. 15 in 
Hazleton and followed that with another "Thanksmas" event in his hometown. He'll host a "Thanksmas" 
dinner in Chicago on Jan. 10. 
 
Respect 90 also donated more than $75,000 to storm relief for Hurricanes Irma, Maria and Harvey. 
When Hurricane Irma hit Tampa Bay in September, the Tampa Salvation Army lost power for several 
days and contacted Respect 90 for help. The foundation was able to provide meals valued at more than 
$6,000 for several days. 
 
In August, Maddon's "Main Event" raised nearly $100,000 for Chicago area youth boxing programs. 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Has St. Louis' offseason splash closed gap in Cubs-Cardinals rivalry? 
By Jesse Rogers 
 
CHICAGO -- This holiday week marks the unofficial halfway point of the offseason. The early hot stove 
moves are behind us, and another wave will likely begin shortly after New Year’s Day. It has been slow 
moving, giving us an opportunity to take stock of where teams stand in relation to their competition -- 
and for the Chicago Cubs, that always includes measuring up to a certain National League Central rival to 
the south. 
 
Have the St. Louis Cardinals closed the gap on the Cubs in the division this offseason? Perhaps a little, 
but then again, the winter isn’t over -- far from it, when you consider the number of free agents still on 
the market. The Cardinals are bound to make another bold move or two, or at least that’s what their 
rivals have been thinking all along. 
 
“We’ve expected the Cardinals to have a huge offseason,” Cubs president Theo Epstein said earlier this 
month at the winter meetings. “They’re positioned really well, with a strong farm system, a lot of 
movable parts and lots of payroll flexibility.” 
 
St. Louis finished in third place last season, nine games behind the Cubs, which was an improvement on 
2016, when they were 17 1/2 games behind at season's end. But that’s not the kind of minuscule 
improvement the Cardinals are looking for. 
 
“We've been very accustomed to being a part of October,” manager Mike Matheny said. “I don't want to 
ever lose that. I don't want our guys to ever feel that that's being spoiled. We work very hard to be a 
team with sustained success here, long before I got here and to keep that torch going. What are we 
doing that's not allowing us to be there, or what can we do to get us back?” 
 
The Cardinals are asking those questions internally, but some answers will come from the outside. One 
arrived in the form of a trade with the Miami Marlins during the winter meetings, which netted St. Louis 
a dynamic bat in Marcell Ozuna. After Giancarlo Stanton and perhaps J.D. Martinez, Ozuna might be the 
best hitter to change teams this offseason. He fills a huge hole. The Cardinals also signed highly sought-
after starter Miles Mikolas, who is returning from a successful stint in Japan, as well as reliever Luke 



 

Gregerson. The Cubs countered with free-agent pitching additions Tyler Chatwood, Steve Cishek, 
Brandon Morrow, Dario Alvarez and Drew Smyly (Tommy John). 
 
So far, it has been quantity over quality. The Cubs have stayed out of the big-money sweepstakes for 
some players, though the door for Jake Arrieta, Yu Darvish and Alex Cobb -- among others -- remains 
open. The Cardinals, meanwhile, might be only about halfway finished with their offseason. The 
acquisition of Ozuna alone might win them the winter over their archrivals, but then again, they needed 
to close the gap with the Cubs. A legit third base addition and a closer would indeed give the Cardinals a 
fighting chance to dethrone the Cubs. 
 
“We figured by the time the winter is over, they would get one or two big bats, maybe a big closer, 
maybe a starter. Who knows?” Epstein said. “We have to remind ourselves not to be reactionary. We 
have to do what’s best for the Cubs.” 
 
The timing hasn’t been great for Chicago. It wasn’t long ago that they had seemingly cornered the 
market on power in the NL, but now everyone is hitting home runs. Meanwhile, they haven’t developed 
pitching the way they’ve wanted. After trading some of their top prospects for closer Aroldis Chapman 
in 2016, they dipped down into their farm system again last summer to acquire lefty Jose Quintana. 
With Arrieta, John Lackey and Wade Davis on the free-agent market -- combined with a bullpen that 
imploded in the second half -- the Cubs have methodically filled holes this winter. 
 
They’ve done what Epstein professed: what is best for the Cubs. But they also haven't necessarily 
maintained the same gap with the Cardinals. 
 
“They’re an incredible franchise,” Epstein said of the Cardinals. “They always field a strong team. We felt 
like this would be an offseason where they would make a lot of big moves to get better and try to 
change the script. That’s what makes it a great rivalry, but we’ve been fully prepared for them to have a 
huge offseason.” 
 
Perhaps the next deal or two for either team will determine just how big a favorite the Cubs are to 
three-peat in the division. Without a team at the bottom of the rebuilding ladder, the NL Central could 
be one of the more competitive divisions in baseball. 
 
“Every team we're seeing is making progressive moves to get better and not just be relevant but to win 
this division,” Matheny said. “That's the way we go into it, too. We've been fortunate because there are 
teams, obviously, as you go through different phases, but I don't see any team in our division being in 
that [rebuilding] spot.” 
 
That could change if Pittsburgh, for example, moves Gerrit Cole or Andrew McCutchen, but neither of 
those moves would affect the top of the division, where the Cubs, Cardinals and a new contender based 
on 2017 -- the Milwaukee Brewers -- resides. Based on the happenings so far this winter, a true Cubs-
Cardinals division race could be at hand in 2018. Although nerve-wracking for each fan base, it would 
provide endless excitement next summer. The Cubs know their rivals are coming for them. 
 
“Some years, you’re positioned to have a big offseason, and some years it’s going to be more of a quiet 
one,” Epstein said. “This one, for them, the writing was on the wall. It’s going to be big.” 
 
-- 
 



 

NBC Sports Chicago 
How Wade Davis heading to the Rockies could shake up the rest of the Cubs' offseason 
By Vinnie Duber 
 
The Cubs will need a new closer in 2018, what with Wade Davis getting a record contract to pitch the 
ninth inning for the Colorado Rockies. 
 
So what's that do to Theo Epstein's offseason to-do list? 
 
Well, bringing Davis back sure would've been nice. After all, he was great for the North Siders last 
season, converting his first 32 save opportunities and 32 of 33 total and picking up four saves in the 
postseason, including pitching the final 2.1 innings of Game 5 of the National League Division Series to 
eliminate the Washington Nationals and send the Cubs to their third consecutive NL Championship 
Series. He's been one of the best relievers in baseball for the past four seasons, turning in a 1.45 ERA 
and recording 79 saves over that span with the Kansas City Royals and the Cubs, going to a pair of World 
Series with the Crowns and winning a ring in 2015. And he proved popular in the Cubs' clubhouse with a 
lot of off-the-field value for that relief corps. 
 
But his absence will be the most dramatic change to a Cubs bullpen that's already undergone a 
significant makeover this offseason. Chiefly, the Cubs will have a new guy closing out games. They've 
already added two free-agent relievers in Brandon Morrow and Steve Cishek this month, and while 
Morrow has little closing experience, he was stellar in a late-inning role for the Los Angeles Dodgers in 
2017, turning in a 2.06 ERA in 45 appearances. It's that success that had Epstein's front office talking 
Morrow up as the team's top closing option if they didn't bring Davis back. Well, Davis isn't coming back, 
so it looks like you can pencil Morrow in as the ninth-inning guy heading into 2018. 
 
But Davis heading to Denver does more than just alter roles in the 'pen. It could also alter the Cubs' 
approach for the remainder of the offseason, with them potentially shifting the resources they would 
have committed to re-signing Davis to the ongoing pursuit of a top-of-the-line starting pitcher. 
 
The Cubs have been heavily linked to both Yu Darvish and Alex Cobb, two of the three top free-agent 
starting pitchers on the market. The third is Jake Arrieta, who spent the past five seasons on the North 
Side, though he has been viewed as unlikely to return to the Cubs. Earlier this week, it was reported that 
all three of those guys could be searching for deals no shorter than five years in length. Handing out a 
deal like that is a risky and potentially expensive proposition for a Cubs team that has looming financial 
commitments with its young position players and next winter's Bryce Harper sweepstakes. But with 
Davis signing elsewhere, the Cubs, who are still more than $30 million under the luxury tax, can now use 
that money to try to lock down one of these top-of-the-line free-agent starters. 
 
While heading into 2018 with Morrow as the team's closer could make plenty of fans nervous, look back 
to 2016 for a template of how things could play out. Having a dominant starting rotation is incredibly 
important, and losing Arrieta and John Lackey only to replace them with Tyler Chatwood and Mike 
Montgomery would have to be considered an offseason downgrade. The Cubs already have Jon Lester, 
Kyle Hendricks and Jose Quintana as superb arms in their rotation, but adding another top-of-the-line 
guy could make the difference in the Cubs remaining one of the top teams in the NL. Plus, much like 
they did in 2016, when they acquired Aroldis Chapman in a trade with the New York Yankees, a 
midseason addition to bolster the bullpen would not be out of the question, especially if the Cubs 
manage to hang on to all their young position players this offseason. 
 
All that being said, it's worth noting the evolution of baseball, particularly in the postseason, with 
starting pitchers throwing fewer innings and closers being turned into multi-inning arms at the most 



 

critical moments of games. To not have a dominating closer could mean to be at a disadvantage come 
October. Should Morrow falter, Cishek does have a lot of closing experience from his days with the 
Miami Marlins and Seattle Mariners. He's recorded 121 saves in his big league career including a 
combined 73 of them over a two-year span with the Fish in 2013 and 2014. After Cishek, other internal 
options are less appealing for fans who watched the bullpen struggle during the postseason. Carl 
Edwards Jr., Justin Wilson and Pedro Strop could be given shots if it gets to that point. 
 
The Cubs could also still go shopping this offseason. It's unlikely they would spend big money on Greg 
Holland, the now-former Rockies closer who's still on the market. A lower-cost but more proven option 
like Addison Reed would make a lot more sense. Reed saved 19 games for the New York Mets last 
season and posted a 2.84 ERA splitting time with the Mets and Boston Red Sox. He recorded a combined 
101 saves in three seasons with the White Sox and Arizona Diamondbacks from 2012 to 2014. And 
there's always the trade market. The Cubs do have all those young position players, and remember that 
Davis was acquired in an offseason trade with the Royals. 
 
The Cubs have yet to make a blockbuster move this offseason — same goes for the majority of major 
league teams during this strangely slow winter — but now their plan on how to make one could change. 
We'll soon find out if it was Davis or bust on the free-agent closer market. And if that was the case, then 
maybe adding Darvish or Cobb or even bringing back Arrieta becomes more likely. Stay tuned. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
The price of pitching is high, but is it too high for Cubs? 
By Vinnie Duber 
 
Surely, at this point, everyone waiting for some big moves to happen this offseason has fallen asleep. 
 
Baseball's typical period of activity, the time when the hot stove gets its hottest, has been unbelievably 
dull, with tumbleweeds rolling through Twitter in place of the usual flurry of rumors. While Giancarlo 
Stanton getting traded to the New York Yankees and Shohei Ohtani signing with the Los Angeles Angels 
counted as huge offseason splashes, only one big name — Carlos Santana, the newest Philadelphia 
Phillie — has come off the free-agent board. 
 
The hold up seems to be coming from the pitching market, though it's important to point out that the 
likes of Eric Hosmer and J.D. Martinez remain unsigned, as well. Still, what's with these arms refusing to 
pick a team? 
 
The Cubs, of course, are one of the clubs in the market for a top-of-the-line starting pitcher, and they've 
been heavily linked at various points this winter to Yu Darvish and Alex Cobb — not to mention that 
perhaps the best free-agent pitcher out there is Jake Arrieta, a North Side fixture for the past five 
seasons. The Cubs have made plenty of additions to their pitching staff so far this offseason, signing 
Tyler Chatwood to add to the back of the rotation, bringing aboard Brandon Morrow and Steve Cishek to 
bolster the back end of the bullpen and even adding Drew Smyly to the mix for 2019. But none of those 
names generated huge headlines or checked the box on Theo Epstein's to-do list of adding a top-flight 
starter who further strengthens an already very strong group of Jon Lester, Kyle Hendricks and Jose 
Quintana. 
 
So what's the hold up? 
 



 

The Score's Bruce Levine outlined the latest demands from the most prominent free-agent pitchers, and 
it seems that the cost of signing one of these guys is very high — too high, perhaps, for the Cubs. Levine 
wrote Wednesday that Arrieta and Darvish — the latter of which Levine described as the Cubs' "top 
target" — want five-year deals and that Cobb wants a four- or five-year deal. And with those years, of 
course, comes cash and an awful lot of it. 
 
Pitchers getting risky long-term deals is an annual tradition in baseball. Guys hovering around or even 
past the age of 30 (Arrieta will be 32 on Opening Day, while Darvish will be 31 and Cobb will be 30) want 
lengthy contracts that reflect what they've accomplished in recent seasons, and there's no doubting that 
Arrieta and Darvish have accomplished a lot and that Cobb was stellar in 2017 and was even better prior 
to missing the entirety of the 2015 season. But their ages mean that any team agreeing to a long-term 
deal of five or six years runs the risk of those guys breaking down before the length of the contract is up. 
Arrieta, just to pick the oldest of the trio, would be 37 years old when the final year of a six-year 
contract started. That's usually the case for big leaguers as they age, but securing that money now is the 
job of their agents, who frequently do that job with a pretty good success rate. None of that is news. 
 
This time around, though, there are other factors for the Cubs, specifically, which might make them 
tentative about signing any one of these pitchers to such a contract. 
 
The Cubs have a wide-open championship window, which you would assume would make them rather 
motivated to add an important piece that can get them to a second 21st-century World Series 
championship after smashing the curse in 2016. What does it matter how old one of these guys will be 
in six years when they could help the Cubs win a World Series right now? That's a fine argument to 
make, and a bullet the Cubs might end up biting if they don't want to head into 2018 with a rotation of 
Lester, Hendricks, Quintana, Chatwood and Mike Montgomery — which, to be honest, doesn't sound 
that bad. 
 
But the job of Epstein's front office is to keep this championship window open for as long as possible, 
and that could mean saving money for big financial commitments down the road. 
 
The most noteworthy of those comes next winter, when Bryce Harper hits the free-agent market. The 
Washington Nationals superstar is expected to land the biggest contract in baseball history. Any 
resources the Cubs commit to Darvish or Cobb now, they won't be able to commit to Harper next 
winter. Does signing a 30-plus pitcher this winter preclude them from signing Harper, much like the 
Stanton acquisition might knock the Yankees out of the running for Harper? Not at all. If the Cubs have 
the money to pay for five more years of Darvish or Cobb and a decade or a decade and a half of Harper 
— and the luxury tax, which would eventually kick in and then continue to grow if the Cubs spent 
enough in consecutive seasons — then they can certainly choose to spend it. 
 
But there are other financial commitments coming, too. Lester, Hendricks and Quintana are set to 
become free agents after the 2020 season, at which point the starting rotation will be in a far more dire 
situation than it is currently. Plus, Anthony Rizzo, Kris Bryant, Addison Russell, Javy Baez and Kyle 
Schwarber all become free agents after the 2021 season. And, the Cubs are still paying Jason Heyward 
more than $20 million a year through the 2023 season. 
 
When you think about all that, what puts the Cubs in a better position to succeed long into the future: 
spending money now on a free-agent starting pitcher or saving it to pay all those core pieces a few years 
down the road? In the end, the only certainty is that all those guys will be under team control through 
2021 — so why not try to win with them now? But the ultimate goal is to win a championship, and can 
the Cubs do that without an Arrieta-esque arm in that starting rotation? 
 



 

That's why this winter is such a tough balancing act for the Cubs. And it's perhaps why they have yet to 
give in to a free-agent pitcher's demands. Who knows when activity will finally pick up this offseason, 
but when it does — or more specifically, if the Cubs choose to add one of these arms — know it will be 
after carefully weighing all these factors. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Former Cubs closer Wade Davis agrees to 3-year, $52 million deal with Rockies 
By Chris Kuc 
 
The Cubs will have a new closer for the 2018 season. 
 
Wade Davis agreed to a three-year, $52 million deal with the Rockies, the team announced Friday. The 
contract will be the highest per-year deal ever for a relief pitcher and includes a fourth-year option that 
could raise the total to $66 million. 
 
Recently signed right-hander Brandon Morrow is now the likely leading candidate to replace Davis as 
Cubs closer. 
 
The Cubs acquired Davis, who made $10 million last season, from the Royals in a trade for outfielder 
Jorge Soler on Dec. 7, 2016, and the right-hander went 4-2 with a 2.30 earned-run average and 32 saves. 
His 32 consecutive saves established a franchise record, and Davis was the Cubs’ lone representative in 
the All-Star Game. 
 
Cubs catcher Willson Contreras congratulated Davis on his new deal, tweeting, “Wade davis I’m so 
happy for you and your family, You are a GREAT TEAMMATE. Thanks for what you did with @Cubs. Im 
really proud of you. Love you Brotha” 
 
Davis, 32, had four saves during the Cubs’ playoff run and in 28 career postseason games he is 4-0 with a 
1.40 ERA and eight saves. He won a World Series with the Royals in 2015. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs' series clincher over Nationals was one for the books 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
What words best describe how you felt after the Cubs outlasted the Nationals 9-8 last October in Game 
5 of the National League Division Series? 
 
Relieved, exhilarated or exhausted? 
 
Inspired or amazed? 
 
Comfortably numb? 
 
No matter what adjectives you chose, you had every right to feel that way. 
 



 

In a roller-coaster season of epic highs and lows, that series-clinching, 4-hour, 37-minute affair on a raw, 
windy night at Nationals Park was easily the Cubs’ craziest game of the year, an instant classic that will 
be remembered in team lore for years to come. 
 
It wasn’t exactly pretty, but you couldn’t take your eyes off it if you tried. 
 
“That’s the only clinching game I’m never going to watch a single highlight of,” Cubs President Theo 
Epstein said afterward, dripping champagne in manager Joe Maddon’s office. “I’m never going to watch 
a video of it. I don’t even think it really happened.” 
 
According to several thousand eyewitnesses, including a shivering Chicago media contingent forced to 
type their dispatches with frozen fingers because the Nationals refused to close the press box windows, 
it really did happen. 
 
And more than two months later, as 2017 crawls to the finish line on its hands and knees, the series 
clincher remains the undisputed game of the year for our local sports teams. 
 
The NLDS had been an old-school pitchers’ delight for the first four games, and when Nats star Stephen 
Strasburg rediscovered his guts before Game 4, recovering from an alleged mold-related illness to shut 
down the Cubs at Wrigley Field and force a do-or-die finale in Washington, the momentum suddenly 
shifted. 
 
There were few early signs of what was in store for Cubs fans, who were already on bonus points after 
the 2016 championship. 
 
The Cubs trailed 4-3 in the fifth inning when Nationals manager Dusty Baker called on Max Scherzer to 
relieve Matt Albers, who pitched a perfect fourth in relief of shaky starter Gio Gonzalez. After a 
hamstring injury precluded him from starting either of the series’ first two games, Scherzer had allowed 
only one hit in 6 1/3 innings in the Nats’ Game 3 loss. So it wasn’t exactly a good omen when “Mad Max” 
quickly retired Kris Bryant and Anthony Rizzo. 
 
But back-to-back singles from Willson Contreras and pinch hitter Ben Zobrist awoke the Cubs, and a 
two-run double by Addison Russell put them ahead. Baker then ordered an intentional walk to Jason 
Heyward before all hell broke loose. 
 
Scherzer struck out Javier Baez on a slider to seemingly end the inning, but the pitch got past catcher 
Matt Wieters, and Baez scampered to first. Wieters promptly threw wildly to first, allowing Baez to 
advance and Russell to score. 
 
Wieters argued that Baez’s bat hit Wieters’ mask after Baez missed the ball. Plate umpire Jerry Layne 
ignored the plea even though replays confirmed Wieters’ account. That should’ve negated the rest of 
the play, taking away the run, thanks to Rule 6.03, which states if a bat hits a catcher on a swing “the 
ball will be dead ... and no runner shall advance on the play.” 
 
Wieters and Baker were disgusted, but there was no way to reverse the decision. Tommy La Stella then 
reached on catcher’s interference by Wieters, and Jon Jay was hit by a pitch to force in another run, 
making it 7-4 Cubs. 
 
Maddon called on closer Wade Davis with two out in the seventh to help preserve a 9-7 lead, but when 
Jose Lobaton’s RBI single in the eighth cut the deficit to one run, the ghost of Aroldis Chapman hovered 
over Nationals Park. 



 

 
Had Maddon burned out his closer once again? 
 
Before you could toss a brick at your TV, Lobaton inexplicably strayed off first base with a runner on 
second. The Nats breathed a sigh of relief when Contreras’ throw to the bag barely missed nailing him. 
Or so it seemed. 
 
The Cubs challenged the call after video-replay assistant Nate Halm saw an angle showing Lobaton’s foot 
barely coming off the bag after Rizzo’s late tag. 
 
The challenge worked. The call was reversed, the inning was over and the Nationals were toast. 
 
Davis got through an uneventful ninth, striking out Bryce Harper on his 44th pitch to end it and sending 
the Cubs off to Los Angeles for their third straight National League Championship Series. 
 
In a season that began with the mantra “That’s Cub,” Game 5 was a throwback to the way the Cubs used 
to lose big games. But now the Nats were thrust into in the role the Cubs once assumed. 
 
“We’ll take it,” a front-office executive yelled in the celebratory clubhouse. 
 
Epstein called Game 5 a “war of attrition” that the Cubs simply gutted out. 
 
“It seemed impossible,” he said. “We weren’t throwing strikes. Jerry Layne has a real tight zone and it 
just made things really difficult, and we kind of got in our own way at times. 
 
“In the end, our guys, as always, seemingly had just enough to power their way through." 
 
Two weeks after the game, MLB Chief Baseball Officer Joe Torre admitted to SiriusXM radio that Layne 
made an incorrect call on Baez’s swing that hit Wieters’ mask. 
 
Torre said Layne’s feeling was “the interference didn't take precedence over the fact that the ball was 
already past (Wieters) when the contact took place. However, the rule states that when contact is made 
— in other words, when the bat came around and hit the catcher's mask — it's a dead ball. It's a dead 
ball. And that's the one thing that should have taken precedence.” 
 
But obviously it was way too late to matter. There are no do-overs in baseball. 
 
The Cubs ended the Nats’ season, ultimately leading to the dismissal of Baker and the hiring of Cubs 
bench coach Dave Martinez as their next manager. 
 
Somehow, some way, the Cubs survived, despite hitting .180 with 52 strikeouts and only 27 hits in the 
five-game series. Rizzo and Bryant both hit .200, while Baez was hitless in 14 at-bats. 
 
Maddon pointed to Scherzer and Strasburg as the primary reasons for the collective no-show, but the 
Cubs staged a rerun in the NLCS, hitting .156 against the Dodgers and losing 4-1 to end their season on a 
sour note. 
 
The Game 5 win over the Nats was relegated to a footnote in the 2017 season, a brief flashback to that 
omnipotent feeling of 2016— the drought-breaking postseason when everything turned out OK for the 
Cubs no matter how many ominous things happened. 
 



 

Perhaps that feeling will return in 2018, when the World Series hangover becomes a distant memory 
and the promise of a new year sparks hope for a better ending. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Former Cubs infielder Jerry Kindall dies at 82 
By Mark Gonzales  
 
Jerry Kindall, whose contributions to baseball ran much deeper than replacing Hall of Famer Ernie Banks 
at shortstop for the Cubs in 1961, died Sunday night. 
 
Kindall, 82, spent the first five of his nine major-league seasons with the Cubs after signing out of the 
University of Minnesota in 1956 as a “bonus baby.” Bonus babies were players who signed for bonuses 
of more than $4,000 and were required to spend two seasons on the major-league roster or be exposed 
to the postseason draft. According to multiple reports, Kindall received a bonus of $50,000. 
 
But his greatest success came later at the University of Arizona, where he won NCAA titles in 1976, 1980 
and 1986. During his 24-year run as Wildcats head coach, Kindall coached future major-league players 
Terry Francona, Trevor Hoffman, Scott Erickson, J.T. Snow, Kenny Lofton and Joe Magrane. 
 
Kindall, a shortstop on the Minnesota team that won the 1956 College World Series, and Mike Gillespie 
(USC) are the only people to have played on and coached CWS title teams. 
 
With the Cubs, Kindall occasionally spelled Banks at shortstop while also playing second and third base. 
According to multiple reports, after a tough road trip in the late 1950s Banks told Kindall, “Jerry, we’re 
going home where people are friendly — back to the Friendly Confines.” 
 
Kindall replied, “Ah, the Friendly Confines of Wrigley Field.” 
 
Kindall made his first major-league start at shortstop on Aug. 11, 1956, after Banks was sidelined with a 
hand infection that ended his streak of consecutive games starting at shortstop at 424. Kindall finally 
took over for Banks, who moved to left field because of knee troubles, on May 23, 1961. 
 
But Kindall’s lack of hitting caused the Cubs to put Andre Rodgers at shortstop, move Banks to first base 
and trade Kindall to the Indians after the 1961 season. Kindall ended his career with the Twins and 
finished with a .213 batting average in 742 games. 
 
Kindall joined the University of Minnesota coaching staff in 1967 and served there until Arizona hired 
him. He was named to the college baseball, Minnesota and Arizona halls of fame. 
 
Kindall is survived by his wife, Diane, and stepdaughter, Elise Sargent, as well as four children — Betsy, 
Doug, Bruce and Martha — from his first marriage to the late Georgia Kindall. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Wade Davis signs record deal with Rockies as Cubs weigh spending on pitching 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
Staying in touch with closer Wade Davis about a possible return is no longer an option for the Cubs. 



 

 
Whether signing a closer with a proven ninth-inning track record remains an option for them is doubtful 
at best. The Cubs still are seeking a frontline starter, and Davis’ three-year, $52 million deal with the 
Rockies set a record-high bar for the closer market. 
 
The $17.3 million average annual value of Davis’ contract breaks the old record of $17.2 million Aroldis 
Chapman got when he signed with the Yankees last winter and would seem to put ex-Rockies closer 
Greg Holland, the top free-agent closer remaining, well beyond the Cubs’ comfort level for a reliever. 
 
Cubs president Theo Epstein historically has been reluctant to pay big-ticket prices for closers. In each of 
the last two seasons, he traded for elite closers in rent-a-lefty Chapman in July 2016 and Davis a year 
ago. Davis had one year and $10 million left on his contract. 
 
Besides, the Cubs already have added back-end bullpen help with the signings of Brandon Morrow and 
Steve Cishek on two-year deals. Morrow, who had a breakout season as the Dodgers’ setup man in 
2017, looks like the Cubs’ 2018 closer until further notice. 
 
The immediate benefit to the Cubs in the Rockies’ signing of Davis is the draft-pick compensation they’ll 
get in return. Because the Cubs made a qualifying offer to Davis — their only All-Star last season — they 
will receive an extra pick in the June draft, probably between 75th and 85th overall. 
 
However much that helps mitigate the loss of Davis, whose influence on teammates was nearly as 
important as his performance on the mound, the Cubs’ attention is primarily on a slow-moving starting-
pitching market. 
 
Filling out the rotation was the Cubs’ biggest need going into the offseason and remains their biggest 
need into the new year, even after signing right-hander Tyer Chatwood to a three-year, $38 million deal 
three weeks ago. 
 
The Cubs are one of several teams that have met with free-agent right-hander Yu Darvish, who is being 
pursued seriously by the Twins and Astros. The Yankees also have been linked to Darvish in recent days. 
 
The Cubs also have interest in free-agent right-handers Alex Cobb and Lance Lynn and continue to 
explore trade possibilities for starters and relievers. 
 
They’ve shown less interest in re-signing 2015 National League Cy Young Award winner Jake Arrieta, the 
other top free-agent starter on the market. 
 
According to multiple reports, Davis’ deal will pay him $16 million in 2018, $18 million in 2019 and $17 
million in 2020, with a vesting $15 million option for a fourth year ($1 million buyout). 
 
The Cubs tweeted out a congratulatory note to Davis that included a 2017 highlight montage. He 
converted 32 of 33 save chances with a 2.30 ERA. 
 
Catcher Willson Contreras also tweeted a shout-out to Davis: ‘‘Wade Davis I’m so happy for you and 
your family. You are a GREAT TEAMMATE. Thanks for what you did with the Cubs. I’m really proud of 
you. Love you Brotha.’’ 
 
-- 
 



 

Chicago Sun-Times 
Should the Cubs be putting a Darvish-like effort into Jake Arrieta? 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
If the Cubs are willing to venture into the deep waters of free-agent starters and engage in serious talks 
with Yu Darvish, what about the free agent they already know best and who has provided some of the 
biggest moments in franchise history? 
 
Jake Arrieta, anyone? 
 
Until they got a better look at the price tags on the pitching they need this winter, the Cubs had looked 
at second-tier starters, a deep market of free-agent relievers and trade possibilities. 
 
Asked in October about signing a big-ticket free agent, team president Theo Epstein said, “It’s not our 
preferred method. 
 
“We prefer to make a small deal and find Jake Arrieta. But you can’t do that every year, either.” 
 
Or any year? 
 
The Cubs’ 2013 trade of flip-guy starter Scott Feldman and catching prospect Steve Clevenger for Arrieta 
and Pedro Strop was a franchise-turning trade that might be the best of Epstein’s career. 
 
Arrieta finally fulfilled his enormous potential with the Cubs, who got the greatest 20-start finish to a 
season in major-league history during a 2015 Cy Young season, for a salary of $3.63 million. 
 
“We’d like to do that again if we could,” Epstein said in October. 
 
To re-sign Arrieta for market value on a long-term deal starting with his age-32 season would make it 
impossible to recapture the lopsided value of that original trade. 
 
But if they’re going to pay bigger-ticket prices to fill a potential frontline vacancy in the rotation, is 
Arrieta a worse risk than Darvish? 
 
The Cubs seem to believe so, if their level of seriousness about Darvish is any indication. 
 
With one starting need filled with Tyler Chatwood (three years, $38 million) and second-tier free agent 
Alex Cobb pricing himself beyond the Cubs’ evaluation of him, the surer bet of Darvish over upside-bet 
Cobb suddenly got more plausible, especially with sources suggesting Cobb was seeking close to $20 
million a year. 
 
The Darvish market seems to be especially active, with the Twins and Astros notably engaged in talks. 
And the Cubs don’t appear to have the appetite to get into a steep bidding war. 
 
But they don’t seem willing to even wade into the deep end for Arrieta, either. 
 
Certainly, Arrieta has trended down each of the last two years, both in performance and innings pitched, 
though 2016 was predictable if only because of the historic level of performance in 2015. And the 
innings totals were in part a matter of workload management the last two years. He also turned his 
curveball into a weapon in 2017 when his velocity dipped. 
 



 

Darvish, who missed a season after Tommy John surgery, has been an All-Star in all four seasons he has 
been healthy since signing a six-year deal with the Rangers. 
 
A healthy, hard-throwing Darvish moving from a successful American League career to the non-DH 
National League seems an obvious attractive quality. 
 
But the comparison is at least intriguing, and the better risk might be not as obvious to determine. 
 
Both are basically the same age (Darvish is five months younger). 
 
Darvish has the consistent performance level when healthy, including a better strikeout rate and better 
career ERA. 
 
But counting the minor leagues and Japanese leagues, Arrieta (1,669) has fewer career innings (2,127⅔). 
 
His work and nutrition regimens are the stuff of clubhouse legend. He’s a known quantity as a 
competitor and a clubhouse presence, well-liked and accessible to young pitchers in the organization. 
 
And he has a rare postseason pedigree: 3.08 ERA in nine postseason starts, all with the Cubs, including a 
3-0 record and 1.27 ERA in three elimination games. That includes Game 6 of the 2016 World Series and 
the Cubs’ only victory against the Dodgers in the 2017 NL Championship Series. 
 
Darvish has a 5.81 ERA in six postseason starts, notably skewed by two ugly World Series starts this year 
— after which the Astros said they caught him tipping pitches. 
 
Is Darvish the better big-money bet? 
 
That might be the case. But it’s at least not an open-and-shut case. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Lackey, Lester and Maddux to tee-off at celebrity golf tournament in Florida 
By Madeline Kenney 
 
While Chicagoans brave the cold weather and snow, four former and current Chicago athletes will be 
enjoying themselves while playing a round of golf in the Sunshine State next month. 
 
Former Cubs pitchers John Lackey and Greg Maddux and current Cubs left-hander John Lester will tee-
up at the Pro Diamond Resorts Invitational celebrity golf tournament. Former Bears star Brian Urlacher 
will also be participating in the charity golf tournament. 
 
The three-day tournament from Jan. 12-14 at Tranquilo Golf Club in Orlando, Florida kicks off the PGA 
Tour Champions 2018 schedule. Proceeds from the tournament will benefit Florida Hospital for Children. 
 
Other participants include Roger Clemens, Justin Verlander, John Smoltz, Tom Glavine and Terry 
Francona. 
 
There will also be five LPGA golfer in attendance, including Brittany Lincicome, Paula Creamer, Brooke 
Henderson, Brittany Lang and Gerina Piller. 
 



 

The winner of the celebrity tournament will receive $500,000 award, while the PGA Tour Champions 
and LPGA golfers are playing for a $750,000 check. 
 
Fans can watch the tournament on Golf Channel. 
 
-- 
 
 


